
Grammar and Logical Types�Glyn MorrillCentre for Cognitive Science, University of Edinburgh2 Buccleuch Place, Edinburgh EH8 9LW ScotlandAbstractThis paper represents categorial grammar as an implicational type theory in thespirit of Girard's linear logic, and illustrates linguistic applications of a range of type-constructors over and above implication. The type theoretic perspective is concernedwith a correspondence between the logic of types, and computational operations overthe objects inhabiting types. In linguistic applications this correspondence is betweenrules of grammar which are theorems of type inference, and compositional operationsin the various algebras in which linguistic objects, i.e. signs, are assumed to havedimensions: syntax, semantics, etc. Rule-to-rule description is familiar from Mon-tague Grammar, but the idea here is to classify signs with structured types satisfyinguniversal type laws determined by the semantics of the type connectives, in contrastto classi�cation by categories satisfying stipulated rules. On this scheme an objectlanguage is to be speci�ed by a type assignment to its �nite vocabulary: a formalgrammar is just a lexicon, plus perhaps some improper type axioms, and a grammarformalism is just a meta-language of types with its uniform logic and interpretationis each linguistic dimension. The aim is to develop a language of types which hassu�cient transparency, sensitivity, and generality to implement interesting descrip-tions of natural language. The paper will illustrate sentence grammar, and also useof the semantic term algebra as a functional programming language for presentationof lexical semantics.1 IntroductionThe grammatical architecture exempli�ed in Montague Grammar is one which sees lin-guistic objects as having dimensions in syntactic and semantic algebraic domains, and inwhich rules of grammar correlate operations in these algebras. For this design in general,a linguistic object or sign is a vector across the elements in the linguistic domains underconsideration, and a rule is a vector across the operations; a language is described by theclosure of the rules of grammar over the lexical signs.1This paper develops a tool for language description by extending the categorial typesystem of Lambek (1958).2 Syntactic interpretation of Lambek categorial types is reviewedin e.g. Buszkowski (1988), and semantic interpretation in van Benthem (1983). On thepresent design these schemes are to be integrated in a compositional interpretation fortype-constructors specifying the sign vectors in the composite types in terms of the signvectors in the operand types. The rules of grammar | theorems of type inference | are�The development of this material over a period of time has bene�ted from a wide range of inuences;for extensive comments and suggestions I thank most of all Guy Barry, Mark Hepple, and Neil Leslie.1For discussion of the rule-to-rule grammatical architecture see Oehrle (1988).2See Moortgat (1989). 1



the validities according to the interpretation of types. The extension of Lambek categorialgrammar given is related to linear logic (see e.g. Girard 1989) which drops structuralrules from intuitionistic logic; in the present application this corresponds to the fact thatgrammar is concerned with e.g. presence, and number of occurrnces, of linguistic objects.Categorial grammar implements in a rather direct way a mode of linguistic analysiswhich is due in essence to Frege. Under such analysis certain not necessarily basic expres-sions are taken to be the primary bearers of meaning, and other expressions are attributedwith meanings in terms of the meanings of the expressions in which they occur. Bidirec-tional categorial grammar provides for the classi�cation of linguistic objects by startingwith primitive types representing `complete' (or: primarily meaningful) expressions, andbuilding further classes by means of type-constructors / and n. Linguistic objects will betaken to have two dimensions, syntax and semantics. Assignment of a type X=Y (Y nX)to an expression can be seen as a simultaneous classi�cation according to form and mean-ing stating that the expression pre�xes (post�xes) itself to expressions of type Y to formexpressions of type X , and stating that the meaning of the resultant expression is givenby the application of the meaning of the a�x expression to that of the stem expression.Consider for instance a language containing as complete expressions some proper names\John", \Mary", . . . indexed by type NP and some sentences \John walks", \Mary walks",. . . , \John likes John", . . . indexed by type S. Then \walks" has type NPnS; so alsodo \likes John", \likes Mary", . . . , and \likes" has type (NPnS)/NP. But other typeassignments are valid under the intended meaning of the type-constructors. The expression\likes" also has type NPn(S/NP); \John" also has types S/(NPnS), ((NPnS)/NP)n(NPnS),and so on.As a basis for grammar, the idea is to assign types to the vocabulary in such a waythat the rest of the language, and the inhabitation of the sentence type in particular, isdetermined by rules of type inference. Assume for instance additional types PP and N forprepositional phrases and common noun phrases. Then types may be assigned to wordsas follows:for := PP/NPJohn, Mary := NPlikes := (NPnS)/NPman := Nthe := NP/Nthinks := (NPnS)/Svotes := (NPnS)/PP(1)The categorial calculus AB, essentially that of Ajdukiewicz (1935) and Bar-Hillel (1953),contains just the following two rules which state that (functor) expressions of types X=Yand Y nX combined with (argument) expressions of types Y form expressions of types X .(2) a. ...X=Y ...Y /EX b. ...Y ...Y nXnEXA type under vertical ellipses signi�es a derivation of that type, and a sole type constitutesa derivation of itself. By way of example, \Mary thinks John votes for the man" is derivedas a sentence as follows:



(3) Mary thinks John votes for theNP/N manN/ENPPP/NP /EPP(NPnS)/PP /ENPnSNP nES(NPnS)/S /ENPnSNP nESThe `ordered natural deduction' representation of categorial derivations used here is pre-sented in Morrill, Leslie, Hepple, and Barry (1990). It has the convenient property thatdeductions are syntactically interpreted as the left-to-right concatenation of the premissforms. Thus the rules of deduction in (2) are syntactically interpreted as concatenation ofthe subexpressions in left-to-right order, and semantically interpreted as functional appli-cation of the functor to the argument. The semantics of the composite expression in (3)is as follows, where the semantic operation of application is written as ' and elements ofthe semantic algebra are represented in boldface.(thinks ' ((votes ' (for ' (the ' man))) ' John)) ' Mary(4)Not all rules of inference are expressible in the inference �gure format being used, andsequent rules will also be given. A sequent is of the form �) X where � is a sequence oftypes, and asserts that there is a deduction of the consequent type X from the antecedenttypes �, i.e. that inhabitation of the antecedent types implies inhabitation of the con-sequent type. Sequents can be annotated with operators in the syntactic and semanticalgebras indicating how the syntax and semantics of a consequent type inhabitant canbe constructed out of the syntactic and semantic components of signs inhabiting the an-tecedent types. However, since the syntactic constructions here are always concatenationin left-to-right order, annotation will be limited to semantics.x : X ) x : X [Ax] �(�)) y : Y [CUT]�) x : X�(x : X)) y : Y�(w : X=Y �)) z : Z [/L] �(� w : Y nX)) z : Z [nL]�) y : Y �) y : Y�(w'y : X)) z : Z �(w'y : X)) z : Z(5)The calculus AB does not capture all the type inferences that are valid according to theinterpretation of types described above, e.g. it does not capture that inhabitation of typeNP by \Mary" together with inhabitation of type (NPnS)/NP by \likes" implies inhabi-tation of type S/NP (by \Mary likes"). This completeness is achieved in the associativeLambek calculus L (Lambek 1958). L is obtained in the present `natural deduction' formatby adding the following conditionalisation rules to the directional modus ponens rules ofAB. These state that from a derivation of Y from assumptions including an (appropriate)occurrence of X , a further derivation is obtained by withdrawing that assumption occur-rence.



(6) a. [X]n...Y /InY=X b. [X]n...Y nInXnYThere is the condition that X is respectively the rightmost and leftmost undischargedassumption above Y in /I and nI; there is also a condition that a sole assumption in aderivation cannot be withdrawn; thus no types are assigned to the empty string. Thatexactly one assumption must be withdrawn makes this an occurrence logic like linearlogic; the directional system is non-commutative linear logic. In the introduction rules,the meaning of the result is given by the functional abstraction over the meaning of thedischarged assumption. The sequent rules are as follows:�) �xy : Y=X [/R] �) �xy : XnY [nR]� x : X ) y : Y x : X �) y : Y(7)The rules in (6) are analogous to the usual natural deduction rule of !I, except exactlyone assumption, in a particular place, must be withdrawn. Derivations are semanticallyinterpreted in a single-bind lambda calculus satisfying the usual law of �-reduction (unaryoperators such as �x will be assumed to bind more tightly than binary operators suchas '): �x� ' � = �[�=x](8)This Curry-Howard `formulas-as-types' interpretation of categorial deductions is intro-duced in van Benthem (1983) and implemented in a sequent context in Moortgat (1989).The simpli�cation in (8) means that introducing and then eliminating implication consti-tutes a detour in derivation, producing a reducible, non-normal form, proof (cf. Prawitz1965).By way of illustration of conditionalisation, the non-canonical constituent \John likes"can be derived as of type S/NP, and assignment of type (NnN)/(S/NP) to an objectrelative pronoun produces relativisation: (cf. Ades and Steedman 1982).(9) the man who Mary likes(NPnS)/NP [NP]1/ENPnSNP nES /I1S/NP(NnN)/(S/NP) /ENnNN nENNP/N /ENPThe construction for the semantics is in (10).the ' ((who ' �x((likes ' x) ' Mary)) ' man)(10)This speci�es the meaning of the composite expression in terms of the meanings of thewords. In order to give content to the semantics of words, these can themselves be ex-pressed as terms in the semantic algebra. Thus the meaning of a relative pronoun might



be described as follows:who = �x�y�z((AND ' (x ' z)) ' (y ' z))(11)Then (10) simpli�es as shown in (nextex) (throughout variables will be renamed as isconvenient).the ' ((�x�y�z((AND ' (x ' z)) ' (y ' z)) ' �w((likes ' w) ' Mary)) ' man) =the ' (�y�z((AND ' (�w((likes ' w) ' Mary) ' z)) ' (y ' z)) ' man) =the ' �z((AND ' ((likes ' z) ' Mary)) ' (man ' z))(12)The operations ' and �x are like APPLY and LAMBDA (X) in the functional programminglanguage Lisp, which was partly inspired by the lambda calculus. This treatment allowsfor long-distance relativisation:(13) the man who John thinks Mary likes(NPnS)/NP [NP]1/ENPnSNP nES(NPnS)/S /ENPnSNP nES /I1S/NP(NnN)/(S/NP) /ENnNN nENNP/N /ENPThe meaning representation in (14) would reduce much as in (12).the ' ((who ' �x((thinks ' ((likes ' x) ' Mary)) ' John)) ' man)(14)However, a straightforward type assignment does not capture the following contrast(an instance of Chomsky's wh-island constraint):(15) who John knows that/*whether Mary likes(NPnS)/NP [NP]1/ENPnSNP nESSP/S /ESP(NPnS)/SP /ENPnSNP nES /I1S/NP(NnN)/(S/NP) /ENnNIn relation to another kind of discontinuity in natural language, Szabolcsi (1987) ob-serves that assignment of type ((NPnS)/NP)n(NPnS) to reexives provides a characteri-sation of reexivisation:



(16) John likes(NPnS)/NP himself((NPnS)/NP)n(NPnS)nENPnSNP nESShe notes that the reexive should have the semantics of combinator W (lambda term�x�y((x ' y) ' y)). Descl�es, Guentch�eva and Shaumyan (1986) also make this proposal.(�x�y((x ' y) ' y) ' likes) ' John =�y((likes ' y) ' y) ' Mary =(likes0John)0John(17)Conditionalisation allows for less trivial cases:(18) John votes forPP/NP [NP]1 himself/EPP(NPnS)/PP /ENPnS /I1(NPnS)/NP ((NPnS)/NP)n(NPnS)nENPnSNP nES(�x�y((x ' y) ' y) ' �z(votes ' (for ' x))) ' John =(votes ' (for ' John)) ' John(19)However the current grammar allows a reexive to take an antecedent from a super-ordinate clause:(20) * John thinks Mary likes(NPnS)/NP [NP]1 himself/ENPnSNP nES(NPnS)/S /ENPnS /I1(NPnS)/NP ((NPnS)/NP)n(NPnS)nENPnSNP nES(�x�y((x ' y) ' y) ' �z(thinks ' ((likes ' z) ' Mary))) ' John =(thinks ' ((likes ' John) ' Mary)) ' John(21)Such lack of sensitivity towards islandhood in relativisation and boundedness in re-exivisation is symptomatic of the apparent inadequacy of Lambek categorial type theoryas a grammar formalism for natural language. There are many other shortcomings. Forinstance, natural language abounds with ambiguity: homonymy, and also ambiguity withrespect to some but not all of the context of an element, e.g. transitive prepositions always



take an object, but may then be either adnominal or adverbial, and many verbs can takedi�erent complements while uniformly forming verb phrases. Treating all such cases aslexical ambiguity misses the generalisations.Further problems arise with respect to the kind of polymorphism that is treated withfeatures in uni�cation grammars: introduction of distinct primitive types for subclassesdi�ering in minor features will lose those generalisations that can be made on the basis ofmajor classes.There are additionally well-known puzzles raised by an assumption of `like-type' coor-dination: what type is shared by the conjuncts in \John is rich and an excellent cook"?And in \John or Mary walks" an attempt to match the gender of the conjuncts will fail.Finally, the Lambek calculus is a sequence logic, and while this is appropriate forclassi�cation of linear linguistic forms, it of itself does not o�er any control over thesubtleties of occurrence and order in natural language.The thesis of this paper is that with appropriate new type-constructors, categorialgrammar can approach the kind of simultaneous sensitivity and generality required fordescription of natural language. Developing Morrill (1989b) more fully, the paper willintroduce successive connectives together with their logic and informal interpretations,applying these to linguistic problems such as those mentioned above.The calculus of Lambek (1958) actually included already the product type-constructor.The type X � Y is interpreted as the set of pairings of objects of types X and Y ; there arethe following rules of deduction:3(22) ...X ...Y �IX � Y ...X � Y �EX YThe annotated sequent rules are as follows.� �) x; y : X � Y [�R] �(z : X � Y )) C [�L]�) x : X �(�1z : X �2z : Y )) C�) y : Y(23)That pairing and projection are appropriate to the interpretation of product is noted invan Benthem (1987); they satisfy the following, being analogous to CONS, CAR and CDRin Lisp.�1(�; �) = � �2(�; �) = �(24)These equalities again mean that feeding a product introduction into elimination resultsin a redex, i.e. a proof form which can be simpli�ed. Complementarity in the semanticoperations interpreting proofs will mean that the subsequent connectives have this intro-duction/elimination cancellation, which is a characteristic feature of type theory and itsuse in functional programming (see e.g. Girard, Taylor, and Lafont 1989). Hobbs andRosenschein (1978) point out the close relations between Lisp and Montague's IL.Linguistic applications of product are discussed in Wood (1988). In the followingexample it is used to give a Government-Binding style `small-clause' analysis where theobject and predicative following the verb form a constituent:3In fact unless product pairing is interpreted by a non-associative concatenation it is not clear thatproduct elimination can be constructively interpreted in the syntax, since the appropriate partitioningcannot be recovered from a string



(25) Mary considers JohnNP tallN/N �INP�(N/N)(NPnS)/(NP�(N/N)) /ENPnSNP nESThe semantic construction is given in (26).(considers ' (John , tall)) ' Mary(26)The meaning of \considers" can be further speci�ed:considers = �x�y((CONSIDERS ' y) ' (�2x ' �1x))(27)Then (26) reduces thus:(�x�y((CONSIDERS ' y) ' (�2x ' �1x)) ' (John , tall)) ' Mary =�y((CONSIDERS ' y) ' (�2(John , tall) ' �1(John , tall))) ' Mary =(CONSIDERS ' Mary) ' (tall ' John)(28)2 BooleansThe conjunction type-constructor ^ is interpreted syntactically as intersection and seman-tically as pairing. Thus X ^Y is the set of all sign vectors with an ordered pair semanticssuch that the syntax with the �rst meaning is a sign in X and the syntax with the secondmeaning is a sign in Y . There are the following rules of deduction.(29) a. ...X ^ Y ^EaX b. ...X ^ Y ^EbYThe ^I rule cannot be stated in the ordered natural deduction format but the sequentrules are as follows:�(z : X ^ Y )) C [^La] �(z : X ^ Y )) C [^Lb]�(z1 : X)) C �(z2 : Y )) C(30) �) x � y : X ^ Y [^R]�) x : X�) y : Y(31)Intuitively the operator � represents a point of nondeterminism and the operators 1 and 2decisions to take the �rst and second branches. They obey the usual laws of pairing andprojection:(� � �)1 = � (� � �)2 = �(32)Then e.g. the homonymy of \square" may now be captured by assignment of the type(N/N)^N:



(33) Suzy likes the square(N/N)^N book^EaN/N N/ENNP/N /ENP(NPnS)/NP /ENPnSNP nES(likes ' (the ' (square1 ' book))) ' Suzy(34)(35) Suzy likes the square(N/N)^N^EbNNP/N /ENP(NPnS)/NP /ENPnSNP nES(likes ' (the ' square2)) ' Suzy(36)The conjunction connective also allows for the description of `value ambiguity', suchas that of a preposition which having once combined with its object may play the role ofeither an adnominal or adverbial. The two readings of \Mary meets the man with Suzy"are obtained from a single type assignment:(37) Mary meets the man with((NnN)^((NPnS)n(NPnS)))/NP SuzyNP/E(NnN)^((NPnS)n(NPnS))^EaNnNN nENNP/N /ENP(NPnS)/NP /ENPnSNP nES(meets ' (the ' ((with ' Suzy)1 ' man))) ' Mary(38)



(39) Mary meets theNP/N manN with((NnN)^((NPnS)n(NPnS)))/NP SuzyNP/E(NnN)^((NPnS)n(NPnS))^Eb(NPnS)n(NPnS)/ENP(NPnS)/NP /ENPnS nENPnSNP nES(((with ' Suzy)2) ' (meets ' (the ' man))) ' John(40)The disjunction type-constructor _ is interpreted syntactically as union and semanti-cally as disjoint union. Thus X _ Y is the type of all sign vectors consisting of a syntax,and semantics agged according as the syntax and unagged semantics is in X or Y .There are the following rules of deduction:(41) a. ...X _IaX _ Y b. ...Y _IbX _ YThis time the _E rule is hard to state as an ordered natural deduction, but the sequentrules are thus:�) ix : X _ Y [_Ra] �) jy : X _ Y [_Rb]�) x : X �) y : Y(42) �(w : X _ Y )) w! x:zi; y:zj : Z [_L]�(x : X)) zi : Z�(y : Y )) zj : Z(43)Intuitively the operator in (43) is a case operator keyed on i and j:i�! x:i; y:j = i[�=x]j�! x:i; y:j = j[�=y](44)The disjunction connective �nds application in e.g. the ambiguity of \wants" with respectto its complementation:(45) Mary wants to-goVP _IaVP_(NP�VP)(NPnS)/(VP_(NP�VP)) /ENPnSNP S(wants ' ito-go) ' Mary(46)



(47) Mary wants JohnNP to-goVP � INP�VP _IbVP_(NP�VP)(NPnS)/(VP_(NP�VP)) /ENPnSNP nES(wants ' j(John , to-go)) ' Mary(48)The semantics of wants can be spelled out in terms of a more primitive WANTS asfollows:wants = �x�y((WANTS ' y) ' x! z:(z ' y);w:(�2w ' �1w))(49)Then (46) simpli�es as in (50).(�x�y((WANTS ' y) ' x! z:(z ' yx);w:(�2w ' �1w)) ' ito-go) ' Mary =(WANTS ' Mary) ' ito-go ! z; (z ' Mary);w:(�2w ' �1w) =(WANTS ' Mary) ' (to-go ' Mary)(50)Similarly, (48) reduces as in (51).(�x�y((WANTS ' y) ' x! z:(z ' yx);w:(�2w ' �1w)) ' j(John , to-go)) 'Mary =(WANTS ' Mary) ' j(John , to-go)! z:(z ' Mary);w:(�2w ' �1w) =(WANTS ' Mary) ' (�2(John , to-go) ' �1(John , to-go)) =(WANTS ' Mary) ' (to-go ' John)(51)Disjunction suggests a means by which coordination of unlike types can be licensed ifthere is a suitable functor over the disjunction of their domains:a. John is rich.b. John is an excellent cook.c. John is rich and an excellent cook.(52)(53) is(NPnS)/(NP_(N/N)) richN/N _IbNP_(N/N) an excellent cookNP _IaNP_(N/N)The conjunction type actually appears in Lambek (1961), and use of booleans is impliedin van Benthem (1989a). Keenan and Timberlake (1988) use an `n-tuple' type constructorsuch that if X1; Y1; : : : ; Xn; Yn are types then so is < X1; : : : ; Xn > = < Y1; : : : ; Yn >.This would be de�ned in terms of the proposal above as (X1=Y1) ^ : : : ^ (Xn=Yn); then-tuple types for the earlier \with" and \wants" would be < [NnN, (NPnS)n(NPnS)] >=[NP, NP] > and < [NPnS, NPnS] > =[VP, NP�VP] >, i.e. they do not capture thegeneralisations that domains or ranges are the same.A negation type-constructor could be syntactically interpreted as set complement. Auniversal type t and null type ? have logic as follows:�) t ?) X(54)



The product unit 1 is as in (55).) 1 �(1)) X�()) X(55)3 Quanti�cationThe proposal of this section is to achieve increased sensitivity by moving from a proposi-tional system of types, to a predicational one. Uni�cation will be represented as being away of implementing part of such a proposal.Instead of just the primitive types as propositional non-logical constants, there will nowbe feature, feature-function, and predicate constants. Thus the type of a feminine nounphrase might be NP(f), or aiming for more information the type of a nominative thirdperson feminine noun phrase might be NP(third(f), nom). In order to ensure coherentoccupency of argument positions, the system should be sorted, i.e. distinguishing genderfrom case, etc.A facility of variables and quanti�cation over features enables description of polymor-phisms. A universally quanti�ed type signi�es feature-dependent elements which for anyfeature of the quanti�ed sort can adapt to a member of the class represented by the bodyof the quanti�ed type under a valuation where the quanti�ed variable is assigned thatfeature.The rules of deduction for universal quanti�cation are as follows:(56) ...X 8I8vX ...8vX 8EX [f=v]There is the condition on 8I that v is not free in any undischarged assumption above X ,and in 8E f must be a feature with the sort of v. The introduction rule is semanticallyinterpreted as abstraction over the quanti�ed sort, and the elimination as application tofeatures of the quanti�ed sort. The annotated sequent rules are as follows:�) Lvx : 8vX [8R] �(x : 8vX)) y : Y [8L]�) x : X �(x0f : X [f=v])) y : Y(57)The feature application and abstraction operators satisfy the usual lambda conversion;feeding 8I into 8E produces a proof redex.Lv� 0 F = �[F=v](58)Existentially quanti�ed types are semantically interpreted as pairs consisting of a fea-ture of the quanti�ed sort, and a member of the body domain under a valuation where thequanti�ed variable is assigned that feature. The elimination deduction cannot be repre-sented by an ordered natural deduction inference �gure, but the introduction rule is thus:(59) ...X [f=v]9I9vXThe sequent rules are as follows:�) f `x : 9vX [9R] �(x : 9vX)) Y [9L]�) x : X [f=v] �(2x : X [1x=v])) Y(60)



1(� ` �) = � 2(� ` �) = �(61)Type assignments and derivations may now be as illustrated in (62).(62) Mary likes the tall8g[N(g)/N(g)] man8EN(m)/N(m) N(m)/EN(m)8g[NP(g)/N(g)]8ENP(m)/N(m) /ENP(m) 9I9gNP(g)(9gNP(g)nS)/9gNP(g) /E9gNP(g)nSNP(f) 9I9gNP(g) nES(likes ' (m ` ((the 0 m) ' ((tall 0 m) ' man)))) ' (f ` Mary)(63)In the case that there is a quanti�er free logic with all variables implicitly quanti�ed at theoutermost level, this scheme looks like a term uni�cation formalism such as that used inUni�cation Categorial Grammar (Zeevat, Klein, and Calder 1987); the universal quanti�errules are replaced by a rule of substitution:(64) ...X SubX [a=v]Then the previous derivation may be as follows:(65) Mary likes the tallN(g4)/N(g4) manSubN(m)/N(m) N(m)/EN(m)NP(g3)/N(g3)SubNP(m)/N(m) /ENP(m)(NP(g1)nS)/NP(g2)Sub(NP(g1)nS)/NP(m) /ENP(g1)nSSubNP(f)nSNP(f) nESAlternatively, as noted in van Benthem (1989b), a system of deduction based on resolution(such as that implemented in Prolog) could be used. For AB deductions, a most generaluni�er of a functor's argument type and an actual argument type is to be applied to thefunctor's value to obtain the actual value:(66) Mary likes the tallN(g4)/N(g4) manN(m)/EN(m)NP(g3)/N(g3) /ENP(m)(NP(g1)nS)/NP(g2) /ENP(g1)nSNP(f) nESFinally, type structures could be notated as sets of paths, e.g. NP(third(f), nom) could be



encoded [[Maj NP] [Min [Agr [[Per third] [Gen f]]] [Case nom]]], resulting in a graph uni-�cation formalism such as that used in Head-Driven Phrase Structure Grammar (Pollardand Sag 1987).In term and graph uni�cation formalisms it is possible to use the implicit universalquanti�cation implemented by uni�cation to assemble semantic (and syntactic) repre-sentations within the type structures. With explicit quanti�cation however, the lambdasemantics for universally quanti�ed types is seen to be just like that for any other type-constructor, with the usual type theoretic relation between proofs over types, and func-tional terms. Limitation to universal quanti�cation retains much expressive power, but itmay be noted that existential quanti�cation will provide a shared type for the conjuncts insuch cases as (67) which universal quanti�cation could not provide without the disjunctionof the previous section.John or Mary walks.(67)(68) JohnNP(m) 9I9gNP(g) MaryNP(f) 9I9gNP(g)The current proposals do not include boolean operations on features as in e.g. NP(f&m),though there seems no reason why such logical feature-functions should not be included.Another natural generalisation is to allow second order type quanti�cation | quanti�ca-tion over types rather than just features | in order to describe type dependent elements;van Benthem (1989b) discusses how this can be interpreted in second order lambda cal-culus.4 Universal ModalityMorrill (1989a, to appear) introduces a modal operator such that 2X is the type of in-tensions of expressions of type X . The S4 rules of deduction are as follows:(69) ...X 2I2X ...2X2EXThere is the condition on 2I that every path from the root to an undischarged assumptioncontains a licensing modal type, i.e. a modal type which does not depend on discharged as-sumptions. The introduction and elimination is semantically interpreted as intensionalisa-tion and extensionalisation. These operators annotate the S4 sequent rules (2� representsa sequence of modal types).2�) ^x : 2X [2R] �(y : 2X)) C [2L]2�) x : X �(�y : X)) C(70)The intension and extension operators satisfy the law of `down-up cancellation', and feed-ing 2I into 2E produces a proof redex; these operators have analogues in the QUOTEand EVAL of Lisp.�^x = x(71)



An intensional analysis of \Mary thinks John votes for the man" is given in (72).(72) Mary thinks John votes for the2(NP/N) man2N2ENP/N 2EN/ENP2(PP/NP)2EPP/NP /EPP2((NPnS)/PP)2E(NPnS)/PP /ENPnS2NP2ENP nES 2I2S2((NPnS)/2S)2E(NPnS)/2S /ENPnS2NP2ENP nES(�thinks ' ^(�votes ' (�for ' (�the ' �man))) ' John) ' Mary(73)Consider the e�ect of assigning a relative pronoun type 2(NnN)/2(S/2NP). Then thebody of \who John knows that Mary likes" is obtained as follows:(74) John knows that Mary likes2((NPnS)/NP) [2NP]12E(NPnS)/NP 2ENP/ENPnS2NP2ENP nES 2I2S2(SP/2S)2ESP/2S /ESP2((NPnS)/SP)2E(NPnS)/SP /ENPnS2NP2ENP nES /I1S/2NP 2I2(S/2NP)The meaning of the embedded clause is thus:who ' ^�x((�knows ' (�that ' ^((�likes ' �x) ' Mary)) ' John))(75)However, if \whether" is of type 2SP/2S, the earlier wh-island violation is not obtained:the sequent in (76) is not a theorem.(76) John2NP knows2((NPnS)/SP) whether2SP/2S Mary2NP likes2((NPnS)/NP) ) 2(S/2NP)



Reexivisation might be treated as follows.(77) John votes for2(PP/NP) [NP]1 himself2EPP/NP /EPP2((NPnS)/PP)2E(NPnS)/PP /ENPnS /I1(NPnS)/NP 2(((NPnS)/NP)n(NPnS))2E((NPnS)/NP)n(NPnS)nENPnS2NP2ENP nES(himself ' �x(�votes ' (�for ' x))) ' John(78)Then the long distance reexivisation is no longer obtained; the sequent in (79) is not atheorem.(79) Bill2NPm thinks2((NPmnS)/2S) Mary2NPf likes2((NPfnS)/NPm) himself2(((NPmnS)/NPm)n(NPmnS)) ) S5 Structural OperationsIn an occurrence logic such as linear logic, the structural rules of weakening and contrac-tion are not valid: the presence and number of occurrences of a premiss are signi�cant.However, Girard reintroduces these operations via exponentials or structural modalitieswhich are unary type connectives that essentially license the structural rules on formulasbearing the appropriate connective.Taking this strategy as inspiration, Morrill, Leslie, Hepple, and Barry (1990) presentstructural modalities for categorial calculi. Linear logic preserves the structural rule ofpermutation; since this is also dropped in sequence logics, like the Lambek calculus, we willagain adopt Girard's strategy and invoke exchange exponentials. Although the proposalsare in the spirit of linear logic, they will be tuned to the sequence calculi and linguisticapplications that are the current concern, and similarities in notation do not imply identitywith standard linear logic.5.1 OptionalityThe structural rule of weakening is as follows:� Y ) X [W]�) X(80)The assertion is that when some premisses yield a conclusion, the conclusion is still yieldedwhen a further premiss is added. The optionality of the presence of a premiss has alinguistic analogue in the optionality of certain elements. Assume a unary connective ?such that ?X is the type of those expressions which are either an X , or else are the emptyexpression. A sequence �(?X) can then be regarded as abbreviating the disjunction �(X)or �(). The following rules of deduction are valid.



(81) a. ...X ?I1?X b. ?I2?XExpressed as sequent proof rules these are as in (82); the rule in (83) is also valid.a. �)?X [?R1]�) Xb. )?X [?R2](82) �(?X)) Y [?L]�(X)) Y�()) Y(83)Then for example, the optionality of the sentential complement of belief is characterisedby assignment to N/?SP:(84) the belief that John liesSP ?I1?SPN/?SP /ENNP/N /ENP(85) the beliefN/?SP ?I?SP/EN/ENP5.2 IterabilityThe structural rules of contraction and expansion are given in (86) (note that expansionis subsumed by weakening).a. � Y ) X [C]� Y Y ) Xb. � Y Y ) X [E]� Y ) X(86)The rules describe invariance of validities under numbers of occurrences of premisses. Suchexibility has linguistic analogy in e.g. the variable number of conjuncts that can occur leftof a coordinator, and the variable number of gaps that can be �lled by a fronted elementin a language permitting parasitic extraction. Two possibilities are as follows: there maybe a unary type constructor + indicating some degree of iteration, or one ! indicatingany degree of iteration. The sequence �(X+) abbreviates the in�nite disjunction �(X) or�(X X), or �(X X X), etc. The sequence �(!X) abbreviates the in�nite conjunction �(X)and �(X X), and �(X X X), etc. The following rules of deduction suggest themselves4.4Interactions of iteration and optionality are not considered here.



(87) a. ...X +IX+ b. ...X+ ...X+!EX+(88) a. ...!XX b. ...!X!X !XCorrespondingly there are the following sequent rules:�) X+ [+R] �(X+ X+)) Y [+C]�) X �(X+)) Y(89) �(!X)) Y [!L] �(!X)) Y [!E]�(X)) Y �(!X !X)) Y(90)Iterated coordination may be treated by assignment of coordinators to (X+nX)=X :(91) JohnNP BillNP Mary and SuzyNP+ NP+NP+ NPNP+NP+ (NP+nNP)/NP NP/ENP+nNPnENP5.3 Word Order VariationThe structural rule of exchange (or: permutation) is as follows:�(X Y )) Z [P]�(Y X)) Z(92)Just as linear logic introduces weaken and contract structural modalities to replace thestructural rules, we may propose to supply exchange or permute connectives to sequencelogic. Let �� X Y1 : : : Yn abbreviate the conjunction � X Y1 : : : Yn and � Y1 X : : : Yn. . . and � Y1 : : : X Yn and � Y1 : : : Yn X . Likewise, let Y1 : : : Yn X � � abbreviateY1 : : : Yn X � and Y1 : : : X Yn � . . . and Y1 X : : : Yn � and X Y1 : : : Yn �. Then thefollowing rules are valid:(93) a. ...X �I�X b. ...X �IX�(94) a. ...�X ...YY �X b. ...Y ...X�X � Y



(95) a. ...�X�EX b. ...X��EXThe rules of �I and �I are subject to the condition that every path from root to undis-charged assumption contain a licensing modal type (right permute and left permute typesrespectively which do not depend on discharged assumptions). There are the followingsequent rules, where �� and �� indicate sequences of the appropriate modal types. Notethat the Left and Right rules are those for S4.��) �X [�R] ��) X � [�R]� �) X ��) X�(�X Y )) Z [�P] �(Y X�)) Z [�P]�(Y �X)) Z �(X � Y )) Z�(�X)) Y [�L] �(X�)) Y [�L]�(X)) Y �(X)) Y(96)Assignment of type (NnN)/(S/NP�) to a relative pronoun will now allow it to �ll agap in any position, not just a clause-peripheral one:(97) who Bill meets today(NPnS)n(NPnS) [NP�]1�PNP� (NPnS)n(NPnS)�ENP(NPnS)/NP /ENPnS nENPnSNP nES /I1S/�NP(NnN)/(S/�NP) /ENnNIn this way it is possible to de�ne the kind of discontinuous type-constructors introducedin Moortgat (1989). Furthermore, assignment of a type (NnN)/(S/!(NP�)) will allow itto �ll any number of gaps in any positions. Thus \the paper which John �les withoutreading" can be derived as follows:



(98) Suzy �les without reading !(NP�) [!(NP�)]1 !(NP�)!ENP� !ENP��ENP�PNP� VP/NP((NPnS)n(NPnS))/VP /EVP�PNP� ((NPnS)n(NPnS))/VP /E(NPnS)n(NPnS)�ENP(NPnS)/NP /ENPnS nENPnSNP nES /I1S/!(NP�)The permute modalities that have been given signify that a type belongs anywhere toone side. Dual permute modalities can signify that a type belongs somewhere to one side.The logic may be as follows:(99) a. ...X >IX > b. ...X <I< X(100) a. ...X > ...YY X > b. ...Y ...< X< X Y�) X > [> R] �)< X [< R]�) X �) X�(X > Y )) Z [> P] �(Y < X)) Z [< P]�(Y X >)) Z �(< X Y )) ZY1 : : :YnX > �) Z [> L] � < XY1 : : : Yn ) Z [< L]Y1 : : :YnX�) Z �XY1 : : : Yn ) ZY1 : : :XYn�) Z �Y1X : : :Yn ) Z... ...Y1X : : :Yn�) Z �Y1 : : :XYn ) ZXY1 : : : Yn�) Z �Y1 : : : YnX ) Z
(101)
Then for example a type X= < Y represents elements which are functors over Xs some-where to the right, but not necessarily immediately to the right. Typically such speci�ca-tions would need to be made with reference also to the domains within which the wordorder variation is allowed, e.g. by using the modal device illustrated in section 4, but theessential idea is as illustrated in (102).
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